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Record of Witness Testimony 12 

Here stands Mr Stanisław Zabiełło born on 20 February 1902 

in Nowy Dwór, Wilno Voivodeship , occupation civil servant 

religion Roman Catholic , parents’ forenames Michał and Maria 

last place of residence in Poland Warsaw, ulica Rozbrat 34 m. 12 [lit. ‘Apt. 12, 34 Rozbrat Street’] 

current place of residence Paris, 11 Rue d’Obligado (XVIe) 

 

who – having been cautioned as to the importance of truthful testimony as well as to the responsibility 

for, and consequences of, false testimony – hereby declares as follows: 

I was interned at the concentration camp in – 

from – to – as a political prisoner  

bearing the number – and wearing a – -coloured triangle 

with the letter – 

I was later interned in – 

from – to – 

 

 Asked whether, with regard to my internment and my labour at the concentration camp, I 

possess any particular knowledge about how the camp was organized, how prisoners were treated, their 

living and working conditions, medical and pastoral care, the hygienic conditions in the camp, or any 

particular events concerning any aspect of camp life, I state as follows: 

The eyewitness testimony of Mr Stanisław Zabiełło consists of thirteen pages of typewriting and describes the 

following: 

1. Instructions Precautions taken with regard to the infiltration of France’s so-called ‘unoccupied zone’ by 

Gestapo agents and later when German forces entered the region. 

 The Germans’ capture of the American embassy – a link for Polish diplomatic mail. The German 

military occupation. Undercover Gestapo activity. Promise from relevant French authorities to inform the 

witness in the event of a risk of arrest. The witness’s decision to remain in France – naming a potential 

successor. Ensuring the financial security of institutions and individuals working in the region. 

2. The witness’s arrest as ‘an enemy of Pétain and Laval’. Search. Behaviour of the French police and 

undercover 
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Gestapo agents. Transfer to prison in Moulins and order for the witness to be guarded and treated with the 

utmost severity. 

3. Prison in Fresnes – conditions, discipline, punishments, medical care, concessions, library, parcels, 

prison diet, walks, eight months’ isolation. Investigation aimed at extracting from the witness certain details 

regarding Polish intelligence work, certain elements of which were in [the Germans’] hands. The interception of 

two diplomatic bags by the Germans. Giving a formal statement and signing the written record of same. A 

characteristic conversation between the witness and a German counter-intelligence officer in charge of Polish 

affairs: a) a desire to use the witness as a German agent and envoy to the Polish Government in London and b) a 

promise to release him in exchange for making an appeal to Poles in France, calling on them to cease all 

underground activities. Behaviour of Germans during the investigation. Change for the worse in investigative 

methods used by the Paris Gestapo in autumn 1943 – torture chambers and methods of torture. 

4. The witness’s removal, after fourteen months’ imprisonment, from the prison in Fresnes to the camp in 

Compiègne. Several names of Poles who were grouped together in Compiègne. 

–––––––––––––––– 
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on the Arrest, Investigation, and Confinement to a Concentration Camp 

of Stanisław ZABIEŁŁO 

 

Part I. (CONFIDENTIAL) 

 

 German forces entered the so-called ‘unoccupied zone’ in France on 12 November 1942. 

That day, I was in Lyon, having been urgently summoned by a courier recently arrived from 

Poland; I was to make arrangements for his onward dispatch to England via the Pyrenees. 

After seeing [note written above text] to this [/note], I issued basic instructions for the region via 

colleagues of mine who were present there (Kawałkowski, Samborski, etc.): everyone was to 

remain at their posts and continue their work yet exercise the utmost caution while doing so. 

Parenthetically, I must point out that already several months earlier – that is, when Gestapo 

agents appeared in the unoccupied zone, operating under names and papers from the French 

police – I had ordered a complete switchover to clandestine operations; this included hiding 

archives and not archiving new material, not using standard postal services, avoiding written 

documents of all kinds, preparing substitute French IDs and backup premises for top staff, and 

so on. 

 After attending to matters in Lyon, I immediately returned to Vichy, where I was 

informed that on the eve of the Germans’ entry into the city the American embassy had burned 

our last diplomatic bag, which we had handed to them for dispatch. They had also burned the 

last diplomatic bags received on our behalf from Lisbon and Switzerland, with the exception of 

certain contents discovered within: money and several radio transmitters intended for our 

intelligence services. These devices were smuggled out of a privately owned American 

apartment right under the noses of German agents by Mrs Zdziechowska, wife of the minister. 

Although the embassy was being evacuated, Sośnicki informed me that he had a rendezvous 

there in order to discuss future diplomatic mail operations, possibly via South Americans. 

However, Sośnicki did not return from this appointment at the scheduled time. The American 

embassy building was put under external observation and this revealed that it had already been 

captured by the Germans, so there was no doubt that he had fallen into their hands. Expecting I 

might be arrested at any moment, I sent a colleague of mine, Marja Krąkowska, to my villa in 

Châtelguyon with instructions to immediately destroy any reference documents (ledgers, cipher 

materials, etc.) and secure any money still there. My secretary, Marja Zajączkowska, carried 

out the burning of all the documents and hid the money at the home of a Frenchman, the owner 

of my villa, who lived nearby. Due to this expedited burning of accounting evidence, today I am 

unable to give an exact report on my fiscal management in France up until the day of my arrest. 

 

 On the third day following his disappearance, Sośnicki turned up at my home in Vichy 

and informed me that at the American embassy he had walked into a trap set by German 

counter-intelligence for people coming to see the secretary of the US embassy, who had 

remained behind to tie up loose ends. Thanks to the presence of mind of the secretary (who, 

upon seeing Sośnicki walk in, immediately told him it was already too late to receive diplomatic 

visas) and also thanks to the non-discovery of any incriminating papers on Sośnicki, he was 

only held briefly and released. A comment was made that as a Pole he ought to be  
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handed over to the Gestapo, but that they were releasing him because the military was not 

fighting [note written above crossing-out] waging war [/note] against the peaceful civilian 

population. As was typical, they did not even take down his name and address.  

 In the first period, the Germans settled for a purely military occupation of the southern 

zone, leaving the entire administration still in French hands and limiting Gestapo operations to 

those done undercover or via French police intermediaries. There was no doubt in my mind 

that this state of affairs would soon change and that before long the German authorities would 

take a keener interest in our activities within the former free zone. Wishing to protect myself as 

best as possible, I turned to the French ministry of foreign affairs (MFA). I said that if they 

cared about maintaining contact with me and our cooperation in administering the hundreds of 

thousands of Poles in France, they had to do everything possible to guarantee my safety: give 

me their word and the word of the ministry of internal affairs (MIA) that, insofar as practical, I 

would be warned ahead of time if the Germans were to demand my arrest or the arrest of my 

official colleagues (top staff of former Polish offices that were continuing their work under the 

aegis of the French MFA). In reply, I heard many compliments about my person, expressions of 

gratitude that I was standing by them in such difficult times, reassurances that the MFA would 

immediately warn me of any danger whatsoever, and the promise that they would make the 

appropriate intercessions with the MIA. Knowing full well, however, that their voice meant 

nothing there, I also did my part at the MIA political department to make certain I would be 

forewarned about any arrest warrant that might be issued. 

 During this time, I received a vague message from Grenoble that a telegram had arrived 

in Switzerland stating that the minister of foreign affairs had authorized me to leave France 

should I consider myself to be in danger there. Parenthetically, I will add that after my return 

from German captivity the deputy head of our intelligence services [note written above text] in 

France [/note] informed me that several days before my arrest he had received a telegram 

addressed to me from the MFA instructing me to leave France together with my closest 

colleagues and to designate a successor. The telegram was relayed to Lyon so that it could be 

passed on to me, but I never actually received it. 

 Taking stock of the situation, I made the decision to remain in France. I had borne in 

mind the fact that two departures by directors of our posts in 1940 had attracted enormous 

opprobrium not only from the multitudes of refugees but also from our expatriate community 

in France. These masses were uninformed and did not understand the vital reasons for the 

departures, so they simply reacted as though they had been abandoned at a critical moment. I 

remembered how much effort it had then cost us to convince them that these resentments were 

ill-founded: that the Polish Government was continuing, in another form, to care for them and 

steer their fate. The Government’s authority, restored and consolidated with such difficulty, 

would be deeply and lastingly undermined if the group currently in charge of its offices – who 

were well known to all Poles – left France at a critical and dangerous juncture. This had to be 

avoided at all costs, especially at a moment when we were calling on the Polish population to 

engage in difficult and selfless resistance and insurrectionist work. This diagnosis was based on 

a great deal of information coming in from all quarters showing 
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the concern with which Polish society was then following my behaviour and how nervously it 

reacted to the occasional rumours of my departure. These moods, in conjunction with the need 

to settle a number of urgent ongoing matters, persuaded me to remain exposed in the field for a 

few weeks longer, after which time my work would enter a new – as of then, underground – 

phase. I set the date of my departure from my hitherto official residence in Châtelguyon for 10 

December 1942. 

 In the meantime, I made arrangements for my succession in case I were unable, for these 

or other reasons, to continue in my post. I appointed minister Tytus Komarnicki, informing my 

colleagues of the fact, and arranged a rendezvous with him to take place during a planned trip 

to Grenoble. I based my choice on the following considerations. Mr Komarnicki was well 

acquainted with matters relating to TOPF [Towarzystwo Opieki nad Polakami we Francji, 

Organization for the Welfare of Poles in France], which was one of the pillars of our work and 

where he had recently been deputy general secretary. As a senior MFA civil servant, he knew 

our organization, working methods, territory, and people inside out. Throughout his activities 

in France, he had demonstrated resilience and character. I believed that his nomination would 

meet with no opposition in London, as he had shown me a telegram from his brother, then a 

member of the government, which discussed the imminent possibility of his taking charge of 

one of the foreign posts. Considering all of the above, I believed that he would have enough 

authority to continue in my role, if need be, as coordinator and head of all Polish activities in 

French territory.  

 During this time, I also settled a number of financial matters. More specifically, to all 

subsidiary institutions and persons, I distributed payments due for the first quarter of 1943 as 

well as a three-month reserve. Thus, at the time of my arrest the entire territory was ensured 

funds for at least six months. Additionally, I had made an arrangement with civil servant 

Houwalt in Lisbon for him to begin transferring (as of 1 January 1943) three million francs per 

month via an official channel in order to provide for TOPF’s future legal expenditures and 

budget. Furthermore, I made a one-off payment to General Kleeberg of four million francs for 

expediting the evacuation of Polish soldiers from France and I lent three million francs to the 

head of intelligence, who was experiencing temporary cash flow difficulties at that time. After 

completing all of these payments, approximately seventeen million francs and ten to twenty 

thousand dollars remained at my disposal, deposited at several different locations in southern 

France. Lest it be forgotten, my monthly budget at the time amounted to nine million francs. 

 

 At 11 p.m. on 9 December 1942, I concluded preparations for my final departure from 

Châtelguyon. Just then, my secretary, Ms Zajączkowska, brought me a parcel with 

approximately [note] three and a [/note] half million francs that had been removed from hiding 

for me to take on my journey – and at that moment came the sound of someone pounding on 

the front door. Guessing that this could only be the police, Sośnicki delayed opening the door, 

thereby giving Zajączkowska time to burn the last of the notes and addresses still in the villa. 

Upon entering, plainclothes policemen asked if this was the residence of an Italian named 

something or other. When Sośnicki replied that they had the wrong address and that there was 

no such person 
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there, they demanded that all residents of the villa (apart from myself: Sośnicki and his wife, 

Zajączkowska, my driver Sawicz and his wife, and the caretaker Ludwiński) assemble together 

and present our identity papers. Once out of bed, I showed them my carte d’identité; without 

checking anyone else’s, they said that my papers were not in order and that I would have to go 

with them to the police station to clear things up. When I demonstrated that my carte d’identité 

pour les étrangers [ID card for foreign nationals, Fr.] was entirely legal, they claimed that I had 

recently been to Grenoble without the requisite travel pass. At that point, I presented a three-

month travel permit valid for all of so-called ‘unoccupied’ France. By now impatient, they told 

me to get dressed immediately and go with them, because they had to clear all of this up at the 

station. 

 Guessing that this was a pretext for my arrest, I smilingly asked if I ought to pack a 

suitcase to take with me to the station. They agreed eagerly to the suggestion, advising that I 

also take a blanket. I asked to see the papers of the person I was speaking to. He showed me his 

ID, which revealed that I was dealing with the head of the French secret police, surname 

BUFFET. I had heard much about him, for I had made many intercessions with him through 

third parties in connection with various matters. He reminded me of this while guarding me as I 

dressed. I asked why he was arresting me. ‘Because you’re an enemy of Pétain and Laval,’ he 

replied. 

 At one point, he leaned close to my ear so as not to be heard by the others present and 

asked me in a hushed voice whether I had any weapons, and next whether I had any documents. 

When I answered in the negative on both counts, he gave a loud order for the building to be 

searched. I immediately observed that some of the policemen were conducting the search in a 

very superficial manner, e.g. failing even to open my safe; several others, however, were 

monitoring them and correcting their oversights. Taking advantage of a moment when we were 

alone, I told the police chief that there were Gestapo agents in his midst. He looked at me with 

surprise and asked where I knew them from. 

 In the end, the search was fruitless. The Gestapo men took a few mimeographed 

brochures of those that we had published in France, because they had spotted military sketches 

inside them. These were illustrations to a paper by Col. Jaklisz on the September Campaign. 

The police chief, however, took the parcel with [note] three and a [/note] half million francs and a 

dozen or so gold coins. Low-denomination money (approx. one million francs) – along with 

approx. 650 US dollars held on deposit from a Mr Konopski which I was supposed to bring to 

him in Grenoble – remained in the safe, but the keys to it were taken by the police chief. All of 

this was then taken by the Gestapo during one of ten further searches that took place at my 

residence after my arrest. 

 The Gestapo men took my private car and my spare, government car, which was parked 

in my garage; then we all left together for the French police chief’s office in Vichy. There, 

several statements were taken in which I said that the discovered monies had been left with me 

by the Embassy at the time of its departure, for the upkeep of the newly established Polish 

offices of which I was the general director. I also stated that part of the gold was my private 

property (it was the government’s) and that the rest was being held on deposit for the estate of 

a deceased Polish citizen from Monte Carlo. In addition, I requested the return of these funds 

to the French MFA. Then the police chief led me  
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outside, leaving me with the Gestapo men. 

 To conclude this section, I wish to point out that police chief BUFFET, who was 

imprisoned shortly after the liberation of France and subjected to an inquiry, tried to present 

his conduct during my arrest as being exceedingly favourable. He argued that he had taken the 

money in order to save it from the Gestapo, and indeed it was eventually handed over when 

demanded by the general secretary of the French MFA, Mr Rochat, for delivery to TOPF. It 

later turned out that Buffet had been directly ordered by Admiral PLATON, secretary of state 

in Laval’s cabinet, to cooperate with the Gestapo during my arrest – allegedly without the 

knowledge of the MFA and other cells in the MIA. Regardless of whether the French secret 

police chief conducted himself this way or otherwise during my arrest, it does not change the 

fact that he could have warned me beforehand via third parties without exposing himself to 

danger from the Germans. And yet he did not. In passing, I will add that BUFFET was 

sentenced to death by a French court but then pardoned by Gen. de Gaulle for supposed 

services rendered to certain members of the Résistance. In the end, however, he was killed in an 

act of mob justice by communists in prison. 

 Thus was I arrested twelve hours before my scheduled departure, which was in any case 

a mere coincidence because the police did not know my plans. 

– – – – – – – – –  

 ‘I’m sure this is not what you were expecting, Professor,’ said the Gestapo chief of so-

called ‘unoccupied’ France, SCHÄRRER, while gleefully rubbing his hands together, violently 

shoving me into a military vehicle with a uniformed driver and then handcuffing me. It was 

later revealed that they had a detailed dossier on me sent in from Berlin, where the arrest 

warrant had originated. Somewhere within it, they had unearthed the fact that before the war I 

had been, among other things, a lecturer at a political science college. At that time, there were 

still no purely German prisons in southern France, so I was brought directly across the still 

existent demarcation line to the German prison in MOULINS. As SCHÄRRER was handing 

me over to the local Gestapo, he introduced me as a ‘big shot’. When asked if that meant they 

should subject me to a less stringent regime, he replied that on the contrary I was to be treated 

with the utmost severity and very closely guarded. 

 I spent three days at the prison in MOULINS in very harsh conditions. All my 

belongings were seized by the Gestapo. On the evening of 13 December 1942, I was taken under 

heavy escort to a Paris-bound train. Aboard, I saw several Poles (one was Łasiński) who had 

been put in the concentration camp in ALBI for possession of radio transmitters. We were 

strictly forbidden from speaking to one another, so much so that when an official from Związek 

Polaków [the Polish Association] offered me a cigarette, we were split up into separate 

compartments. However, this did not prevent us from being able to communicate during the 

bus ride from the railway station in Paris to the prison in FRESNES, at which time I gave them 

instructions regarding the inquiry to come, based on the information I had about their cases. In 

FRESNES, we were split up completely and I was put in solitary confinement with instructions 

to isolate me completely from the other prisoners. 

 FRESNES is the most modern French prison. Compared to other prisons in France, 

where standards are utterly barbaric, it is relatively comfortable and clean, although the 

isolation of prisoners is taken 
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to the furthest extremes. All cells are designed for single occupancy. Even walks take place one 

person at a time in special cages that are literally modelled after animal enclosures at zoos. This 

prison was taken over by the German military (Wehrmacht), who set aside one section for 

soldiers on remand; the rest was occupied by political prisoners either undergoing investigation 

or – extremely rarely – serving short sentences. Half of my block (of approximately 600 cells) 

was reserved for women. The prison administration and guard staff were made up of older 

servicemen or wounded ones who were recuperating. The prisoners, however, were at the 

disposal of the Gestapo, who prescribed each prisoner’s regime (tightening or slackening it) on 

an individual basis. 

 Discipline was very strict, but in general the treatment was fair and there were no 

abuses. Rather severe punishments were meted out for breaches of discipline, such as 

communicating with other prisoners or the outside, noisiness, uncleanliness, keeping prohibited 

items (and especially writing materials), etc. The punishments ranged from suspension or 

withdrawal of privileges to strict seclusion (in a dark cell) and beatings that turned into 

outright slaughters. Many a time, the non-commissioned officers on duty, hoping to avoid 

official reports (which meant trouble for them too), would reprimand transgressors themselves 

using a leather belt, which the prisoners took as a sign of that warder’s ‘decency’. 

 On the whole, the medical care was wanting, in large part because of French prisoners 

who would go to the infirmary with every minor trifle. The result of this was that even those 

who were truly and seriously ill could not be admitted and given treatment. With regard to 

women, the medical care was better. The warders were generally not bad to us as long as no one 

gave them trouble by breaching discipline. They clearly disliked the French for their untidiness 

and insubordination. To us Poles, they were far friendlier, especially as most of could converse 

with them in German. For the same reason, they preferred us when it came to selecting so-

called Kalfaktors [Ger.], i.e. orderlies (to distribute food, tidy the corridors, etc.); this offered 

relief from the tedium of idleness, as well as providing the opportunity to see other prisoners 

and get better food. The warders’ favour was easily won with gifts from the parcels we 

received, especially in the form of tobacco. 

 The concessions they granted consisted in assignment to multiple-occupancy cells, the 

chance to send and receive correspondence, the right to receive parcels (containing either 

underwear or underwear plus food), authorization to read books, subscribe to newspapers, 

smoke, and see relatives. These visitation rights existed only in theory. In practice, even a 

prisoner who had been granted them could not see any of his loved ones apart from certain 

special exceptions. Throughout the fourteen months of my imprisonment, I heard of only three 

such cases. Writing was permitted in German and in French, after the basic permission had 

been given, once every three weeks and then once every four weeks. One could then receive 

correspondence without limitation, in theory. In practice, most letters got lost along the way in 

successive rounds of censorship: by the prison and by the (Gestapo) examining magistrate. Out 

of a dozen or so letters sent by my mother, I received two; and of the five or six I wrote, one was 

delivered. 

 If a prisoner had the right to read, he could avail of the books in the prison library. This 

looked as follows: once a week, a warder 
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would collect the book the prisoner had finished and toss another one into the cell. In practice, 

the prisoner would often get the same book several times over, without any formal opportunity 

to protest. As I was on good terms with my NCO warder, we eventually came to an 

arrangement whereby either I would choose for myself which book I wanted or he, having 

grown familiar with my interests, would bring me one that corresponded to them – almost 

daily, even. It was also possible to receive books via parcels, but these underwent prior 

censorship and after reading had to be handed over to the general library. 

 Parcels came for prisoners on both an individual and a collective basis. Individual ones 

were sent once every two weeks by the French Red Cross, either from the organization itself or 

from families. Initially, there was no weight limit, but later this was theoretically set at five 

kilograms. Full suitcases were generally tolerated; some often weighed as much as thirty 

kilograms. Depending on the recipient’s entitlements, parcels could contain underwear, food, 

books, and tobacco products. The contents were inspected meticulously. A list of prohibited 

items was never actually established. Everything depended on the warders’ whims: the same 

item might be accepted on one occasion and rejected the next. Prisoners had the right to send 

their dirty underwear to the laundry. 

 Collective parcels came from the French Red Cross and from American Quakers. They 

contained one to two kilograms of food, and the prison administration itself divided them up 

among prisoners who were not in receipt of individual parcels. Each institution sent these 

parcels every two weeks, such that every prisoner who was uncared for by family would 

theoretically receive one parcel per week. Naturally, some contents found their way into 

warders’ pockets or accrued to prisoners receiving special treatment. Yet it must be 

acknowledged that the prison commandant did severely punish any abuses that came to light. 

This additional sustenance was essential, for the basic prison diet was worse than meagre. 

 It consisted of 200 grams of bread, a little piece of margarine or cheese, a bowl of thin 

vegetable soup and, both morning and evening, a mugful of coffee. The kitchen was run by a 

group of French former criminal prisoners. They ran it so sloppily and stole so much that one 

day the commandant drove them out and had them replaced with German soldiers. From then 

on, the food was somewhat better. 

 The number of walks was completely unregulated. During the first three months, I had 

two or three strolls in the abovementioned cage. Later, these walks took place once every week 

or ten days. I myself made up for the lack of movement with daily calisthenics and by pacing 

the several metres of my cell.  

 Depending on the decision of the examining magistrate, a prisoner might be assigned or 

later transferred to a multiple-occupancy cell. Considering that all the cells were designed for 

one person, prisoners were initially assigned two to a cell, later three, and by the end four. The 

cells were very cramped and airless inside, especially in the summertime, because we could not 

open the frosted-glass windows apart from a small top pane. The prisoners, however, broadly 

considered these multiple-occupancy cells a blessing, as most people cannot bear solitude, 

especially simple and unintelligent individuals. 

 As for myself, the first months were rather hard on me. I had none of my personal 

belongings: no change of underwear, no soap, toothbrush, books or even a piece of paper. In 

these conditions, total solitude causes a great deal of distress that can only be allayed by putting 

one’s brain to work in a tightly controlled manner. Thus, for example, I ‘wrote’ a book in my 

head, chapter by chapter. Later, however, I was granted 
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parcel privileges. Then I had enough food; I could read and, towards the end, even smoke and 

subscribe to newspapers. My solitude ceased to be a burden and I was even displeased when, 

after eight months, I was transferred to a cell where there were four of us. Fortunately, I had 

ended up with intelligent Frenchmen for cellmates and was able to establish a bearable 

coexistence with them. One of them was a priest who could conduct Mass in the cell every day. 

 Needless to say, despite the strict prohibitions in effect, I was eventually able to make 

contact with most of my former France-based colleagues who happened to be in the same cell 

block. I must emphasize that we were given exemplary care in terms of the parcels sent by Ms 

Anna Bohomolec, the sister of a colleague of ours at the MFA; we had previously put her in 

charge of welfare for Poles in Paris at the French Red Cross in Paris. Leaving aside the 

especially thoughtful individual care I received, she provided essentials to every Pole she could 

find out about, whether from public funds or by communicating with their families. 

 During the initial period of my imprisonment, what I found most tiring was waiting for 

my investigation, because I was well aware what their angle of attack would be, what 

accusations and evidence they had against me. Yet ultimately my activities had been so wide-

ranging that it was difficult for me to think ahead and plan a line of defence. I will not hide that 

I was especially unnerved by thoughts of whether my physical strength would suffice to keep 

me from revealing all the secrets in my possession concerning our internal and external work. 

Fortunately, my fears proved vain. The first of my interrogation sessions took place in late 

January 1943 and they continued, with breaks of varying lengths, into the late autumn of that 

year. 

 My very first conversation – with a German counter-intelligence officer who, it turned 

out, had been specially entrusted with tracking Polish intelligence in France – revealed that my 

arrest, which as I have already pointed out was carried out under orders from Berlin, was 

rather preventative in nature. The only specific allegation they made against me was that I had 

intended to illegally cross the border at the Pyrenees. I genuinely bridled at this and had little 

difficulty explaining that I had no such intention and that, at most, someone might have made 

such preparations for me completely without my knowledge. From the files I saw in front of my 

interrogator, I was able to glean that indeed a cell of ours in Switzerland had made travel 

arrangements for a group of ten Poles to transit France and the Pyrenees. My name appeared 

at the top of the list. The other persons listed there were completely unknown to me; I guessed 

that they were servicemen from our 2nd Division in Switzerland. This list had found its way 

into German hands, and the examining magistrate hoped to use it to get to my contacts in our 

organization smuggling Poles across the border. 

 

 There soon emerged a second fundamental matter concerning a number of telegrams 

signed by a certain Roland which discussed my possible departure, the naming of my successor, 

and conversations or planned meetings with me. From these texts, it was clear that during the 

period prior to my arrest Roland had been in regular contact with me. Judging from the 

German dossier, these telegrams were transported out of France by ‘courier Jerzy’ to our 

diplomatic mission in Bern, where under instructions from secretary Ryniewicz they were 

delivered to attaché Nahlik for encryption and then transmitted onward by radio. The thrust of 
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the questioning that followed was directed at extracting who was hiding under the pseudonym 

‘Roland’. According to the Germans’ initial hypotheses, Roland was the chief of Polish 

intelligence in France and they were especially eager to unmask him. Incidentally, I heard a 

plethora of compliments about the work of our ‘intelligence service’, as they termed it. 

Everyone I spoke with stated unanimously that we were far better organized than the French 

and even the English; for upon capturing a single French link they were able to eliminate an 

entire chain, whereas in the case of the Poles the link would break at both ends and nothing 

could force them to betray anything more. 

 At that time, the Germans were holding three such links of ours. The first was the 

aforementioned telegrams. There is no doubt in my mind that these telegrams made their way 

into their hands from Switzerland, and that they came from an insider at our diplomatic 

mission who knew the ins and outs of our internal operations. Further interrogations revealed 

that the Germans also held telegrams originating via the same channel at an even earlier time, 

namely the summer of 1942. I therefore assume that some undesirable even had access to the 

archives at our diplomatic mission in Bern. This someone, however, either cannot have been 

very well acquainted with things there or was not very intelligent; otherwise, they would have 

easily identified this ‘courier Jerzy’, whom the interrogators kept mentioning to me and who 

was in fact Jerzy Stępowski, a man closely connected with our diplomatic mission there. In the 

Germans’ hands, I saw telegrams signed ‘Albin’ which had also been captured via this channel 

in the period following my arrest up until March–April 1943. I should point out here that I saw 

only those telegrams which mentioned me by name; the Germans undoubtedly had a number of 

others. 

 The second link the Germans had was Toulouse. They knew that Capt. Korwin-

Szymanowski, with the intelligence service, was working at our consulate (and later our Polish 

office) in Toulouse as vice-consul. They also knew the name and address of his boss in 

Marseilles who, as it happened, had long since been recalled to London. I knew that in the 

summer of 1942 the cell of Szymanowski’s colleague, Lieut. Czerwniawski, was eliminated in 

Paris, leading to his own arrest and that of numerous French nationals. I also remembered him 

escaping in rather mysterious circumstances and reporting to me in Vichy, where I turned him 

away and warned the intelligence chief what had happened. At that point, Czerniawski only 

made contact with Szymanowski in Lyon and was immediately sent out of the region under 

suspicion. Without difficulty, I was able to piece together that the Germans knew only what 

Czerniawski himself could have known and told them from the period before his departure to 

Paris. Thus, they did not know, for example, that in the meantime I had transferred 

Szymanowski to the Lyon office and later shunted him to the apparatus of Związek Polaków. 

They had only vague information that he had spent some time in the Lyon area. Consequently, 

although they arrested the entire staff of the Polish office in Toulouse on suspicion of espionage, 

they did not do so elsewhere. 

 The third link uncovered by the Germans was the intelligence group in Nice. There, 

thanks to a certain Witwicki they identified Rotmistrz [Cavalry Captain, Pol.] Gołogórski and a 

colonel from the French reserves who was working with him. They had only circumstantial 

evidence that a large number of Poles were cooperating there, so they launched a crackdown 

and arrested most of the better-known Poles in the area. They had such a poor grasp of the 

situation that most of the top figures in our intelligence service who fell into their hands at the 

time regained their liberty without any major difficulties. The Nice affair gave [the Germans] 

only downward links in the French chain, as the aforementioned 
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colonel had allowed himself to be hoodwinked: in return for their promise that no one would be 

executed, he admitted his guilt and betrayed the names of his colleagues. Indeed, they did not 

execute [note written above crossing out] shoot [/note] anyone, but all of them ended up in 

concentration camps from which, of course, few returned. 

 The goal of my interrogations was to make me reveal the organizational ties connecting 

these separate links to one another and list the names of the directors of our intelligence 

network. At the time, [the Germans] imagined that we had only one clandestine organization in 

France which handled not only intelligence but also secret evacuations and sabotage. They 

thought the pseudonym ‘Roland’ belonged to Szymanowski and that intelligence activities in 

Europe were being directed by a certain ‘Piotr’ from Lisbon, whom they had traced via his 

correspondence with Roland and soon identified as Col. Kowalewski. 

 At this point, I must point out that the Gestapo conducted their investigation in a 

remarkably unintelligent manner; though slightly better in the case of counter-intelligence, 

there, too, the standard was low. I very quickly became convinced that I was easily dominating 

them during interrogations; thus, I always succeeded in quickly piecing together what new 

material they had at their disposal and would even provoke them into showing it to me. 

Likewise, I was also able to take the liberty of intentionally inspiring and upholding their 

erroneous hypotheses. 

 In March 1943, a new affair emerged in the aftermath of the Gestapo’s interception of 

two of our diplomatic bags sent from Lisbon to France. The first of these bags had been sent by 

the MFA before receiving news of my arrest, and so the letters were addressed to me by name. 

The bag itself, however, Lisbon had addressed to three names: Dąbrowski, Krąkowska, and 

Prof. Zaleski. Lisbon then sent a second bag addressed the same way and this bag did indeed 

find its way into the hands of Prof. Zaleski, yet the Gestapo were aware of this. Finally, the 

Gestapo held a third bag, this time addressed to Komarnicki, Zaleski, and Montfort (a student 

from Grenoble), and this served as bait to catch Zaleski and Krąkowska – both of whom, 

however, refused to accept the bag from suspicious hands. The affair of these diplomatic bags 

and the letters within them triggered the arrest of a group of Grenoble-based students headed 

by a certain Wąs (hence the title of the Gestapo’s dossier on us: ‘The Roland–Wąs Case’), as 

well as the arrest of Prof. Zaleski and Ms Krąkowska along with her daughter. Among other 

things, the bags contained so-called ‘treasury ministry payments’ (third-party remittances for 

families in France). The Gestapo thought that these were payslips for our agents and it cost me 

a great deal of difficulty to convince the investigation that this was not the case, especially as I 

did not initially know what the issue was and could not reveal the fact of the illegal remittances. 

In the end, the Gestapo left those people alone. 

 It was not until early May 1943, in the Gestapo building in Avenue Foch, Paris (all my 

other interrogations took place at the prison), that a formal statement was taken. This also 

involved my signing the written record of it, which incidentally was rather laconic. The thesis of 

the investigation was that as the official director of all Polish activities in France I must have 

known the people heading up illegal operations, insofar as I myself was not the one in charge. 

My thesis, as stated in the record, was that as the head of the legal consular apparatus (in its 

vestigial form) I was concerned only with providing for the legal and material welfare of Poles 

in France, and that thanks to this official capacity I could not know about any other activities; 

thus, even if anyone in my midst had been conducting such activities, they would have carefully 

hidden the fact so as not to compromise me. Once the formal investigation 
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was over, I was told orally that they could not bring any charges against me, with the sole 

exception of the illegal currency transactions, but this matter in fact had nothing to do with 

them and was for the French authorities to decide, if anyone. 

 During this period, the Germans were slowly beginning to realize that they were dealing 

with several clandestine networks in France. They angrily told me then that Roland was not the 

head of intelligence and that Korwin-Szymanowski was not Roland. Their suspicions began to 

close round Dąbrowski and Kawałkowski. Then in July they settled conclusively on 

Kawałkowski, yet they told me that he had already left for Lisbon. It was only in autumn that 

the by-then very thick dossier was amended with an introductory note that began as follows: 

‘On . October 1942, an interministerial meeting took place in London, launching preparations 

for Europe-wide insurrectionist activities in areas with heavy concentrations of Polish 

inhabitants. During this meeting, Mikołajczyk, minister of internal affairs, was put in charge of 

the whole operation; Col. Kowalewski was assigned as liaison in Lisbon; MFA civil servant 

Librach was put in charge of the department overseeing these activities in France; and the 

position of director in France went to Kawałkowski, to whom the relevant instructions were 

delivered by special courier Marian Piotrowski.’ Unfortunately, I do not know how the note 

continued. Given that this first part is accurate (with the exception of one error which, 

incidentally, I know the origin of), there is no doubt that the relevant information had been 

gathered by German intelligence in London; because details such as the date of the decision 

(which in any case I do not recall today), were not known to anyone in France – not even to 

myself or Kawałkowski. 

 Worth noting is one other conversation I had at the end of May with the abovementioned 

German counter-intelligence officer in charge of Polish affairs. He visited me in FRESNES (a 

dozen or so kilometres from Paris), and started by asking me a series of trivial questions 

without even noting down my answers. (Parenthetically, I should point out that the German 

method distinguished between interrogations during which the lead investigator only took notes 

and those which were written up as formal statements signed by the accused.) Shortly 

afterwards, he moved on to chat about the current political and military situation, with a 

particular focus on Russian affairs. Our discussion, several hours long (the shortest of my 

interrogations lasted five hours; the longest, fifteen – with a lunch break for the interrogator 

but not for me), concluded with the then topical subject of Katyń. At one point, the officer said 

the following: ‘Yesterday, I spoke with your friend Gołogórski and he informed me that if he 

were free right now, he would go straight to London in order to persuade the Polish 

Government that all of its energies must be focused against Poland’s primary enemy – Russia. 

Indeed, we know,’ he continued, ‘that there are currently two competing tendencies within the 

Polish government: anti-German and anti-Russian. I thought to myself, “What weight would 

the voice of some rotmistrz carry there?” Yet if you—’ At this point, he formulated a number of 

compliments regarding my familiarity with Soviet affairs, my personal authority, achievements, 

etc. ‘—if you were in London right now, your voice might indeed sway the balance.’ Laughing, 

I interrupted him, saying that I thought the Germans refused to recognize the Polish 

government that he kept going on about. He replied impetuously that Poland must after all be 

an independent state once the war was over, and that if I wished he could present me with 

pronouncements on that subject from the highest German authorities. Undeterred by my 

comment that it was rather too late for that after what had happened in Poland,  
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he continued to urge me to go, saying that the Gestapo could prove nothing against me and that 

my release was contingent only on his signature, after which there would be nothing to stop me 

from travelling to London as a free man. Finally, I told him that I preferred to remain in prison 

than go to London as their agent. 

 Refusing to give up, he then brought up another matter. Namely, he began once again to 

explain that our clandestine organization in France was too effective; that even he, well-known 

in France and England as an intelligence ace, could not crack it; that the Polish intelligence 

services had to disappear from France because they were a nuisance; and that, unable to 

eliminate the network itself, they would be forced to resort to the radical measure of interning 

all Poles in France. He went on at length about the misfortune that this would mean for these 

poor people whose welfare I had attended to for so long; then he called on me to save them from 

danger, once again offering to release me so that I could order the cessation of all clandestine 

activities in France. When I objected, he said he understood that we Poles would never stop 

fighting but why on earth should we do so on foreign, French soil? I told him that his offer was 

rather naïve, for they were hoping to follow my trail to get at the people in charge of these 

clandestine activities whom they could not catch. And besides, we had already established that I 

did not know these people. He bridled, saying that I was intelligent enough to discreetly say 

what was necessary among the crowd of hundreds of Poles who would greet me upon my 

return. He even took at face value my formal position that I did not know these people, saying 

that it would suffice to summon them and they would most certainly present themselves to me. I 

concluded this with a brief statement that if I were to bring such a demand to them, they would 

quite rightly take me for someone who had been bought by the Germans and therefore ignore 

me. 

 My interlocutor did not give up, however. Considering that my leaders might indeed 

ignore me – which he himself did not believe – he stated that I had another path open to me: 

issue an appeal to Poles in France calling on them to cease all underground activities. This 

could even be done whilst I was still in prison, in which case they would circulate the appeal via 

Switzerland. By now at the end of my patience, I tersely replied that I would do no such thing, 

and that is where the conversation ended. 

 Some months later, when French friends of mine made intercessions with highly placed 

German personages for my release, the Gestapo told them that I had refused to give my word of 

honour that I would cease all anti-German activity; it was suggested that this be put to me 

again via my mother. Naturally, no one dared even inform me of this and I learned of it only 

after my return from captivity. 

 I wish to make it known that I have already briefed Col. Gano, head of Section 2, Staff of 

the Commander-in-Chief, on all circumstances and details pertaining to my investigation that 

he might require for official purposes. 

 In terms of the Germans’ conduct towards me during the investigation, it was not yet of 

the worst kind. Physical torture was used neither on myself nor the other consular officials who 

were at FRESNES while I was there. I must point out here that the general use of torture 

during investigations was not introduced in Paris until the second half of 1943, although in the 

provinces it was practised widely and had been earlier. During my time there, investigators in 

Paris restricted themselves to beating. Prof. Zaleski, for instance, was beaten when 
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they proved he had blatantly lied. In the autumn of 1943, the Paris Gestapo had a number of 

special premises set up with torture chambers. Among other things, the torture involved 

stripping the victim naked, binding their arms and legs, and tossing them into a cold bath. Then 

when they had begun to drown, they would be pulled out for questioning; if they gave less than 

satisfactory answers, after another beating they would be thrown back into the water and this 

would sometimes go on for up to ten hours. Another variant consisted in putting prisoners 

under a hermetically sealed glass dome that the air would be pumped out of. A mouse would be 

placed inside at the same time; when it stopped moving, the accused would be taken out for 

questioning and possibly put back inside afterwards. No distinction was made between the 

sexes; naked women, sometimes as old as 70, would walk before the investigating agents into the 

torture chambers in full view of other people waiting their turn. Oftentimes, women would be 

tortured in front of their menfolk and vice versa. One of the preferred methods was to crush 

the genitalia. I must admit that the vast majority of French prisoners, especially younger ones, 

could not withstand the torture and all it took for them to start speaking was an ordinary blow 

to the face. ‘What on earth will I get out of them crippling me?’ they would sometimes say to 

me naïvely. 

 Gestapo officers, especially counter-intelligence, behaved with relative decency. Much 

worse were the NCOs and plainclothes agents; unlike their superiors, they would always use the 

familiar form of ‘you’ and were brusque and churlish in their manners. In my case, all 

interrogations were conducted by officers with the exception of my formal investigation in 

Paris, where I dealt with the latter category. The officers would always observe the outward 

forms of etiquette, such as handshakes, offering cigarettes, and asking about one’s health and 

desiderata; and the pressure they applied was rather of a moral nature. Among other things, 

they showed me an arrest warrant for my mother and sister while telling me that their fate was 

in my hands. When I eventually barked at them – ‘Go ahead – there will be a couple more 

Polish women in prison and that is all!’ – they did not bring up the subject again. At one point, 

I remember being irritated by them nagging me at length about some matter or other and I told 

the colonel questioning me that they could torture me if they liked, but I would answer no more 

questions. ‘Why, Professor, do calm down,’ I heard in reply, ‘We just want to have a friendly 

chat with you. After all, you held too high a position for us to apply our methods on you.’ I 

remembered this during my formal investigation in Paris, when low-level agents were shouting 

and threatening me while brandishing sticks and shooting over my head with a revolver. 

Indeed, this was only intimidation. I felt like laughing when several hours later I interrupted a 

long discussion by unconsciously standing up with a gesture that I used to give to boring 

enquirers to make them understand that their visit was over. The Gestapo agents instinctively 

rose as well, after which I said goodbye, left them, and returned to the prison. 

– – – – – – – – – 

 On 17 January 1944, after fourteen months’ imprisonment, I was sent in a large group of 

600 prisoners from FRESNES to the COMPIÈGNE transit camp. Almost all the Poles who had 

been arrested in France over the course of the preceding year ended up in the same group. 

There was Prof. Zalewski; the secretary general of Związek Polaków, Kalinowski; the former 

consul to Lyon, Mierzyński; consular officials in Lyon and Toulouse, Starzyński, Moroziewicz, 

Torchalski, and Wawrzynkiewicz; the regional director of Związek Polaków, Grochowski; and 

the dean, Fr Rogaczewski. At COMPIÈGNE, we were concentrated in a group of 

approximately 5,000 prisoners from various locations in France for onward dispatch to 

Germany. I ended up on the third and final transport, aboard which I left France on 25 

January 1944. 

+_+_+_+_+_+_+_+ 

received by Krystyna Karier 
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